Bio is an open access web application that provides value-added access to the network of interconnected knowledge latent in the vast scientific literature. Biomedical research scientists, students and the general public can use it to explore relationships between concepts of interest, identifying relevant literature as they develop new hypotheses.
Knowledge.Bio integrates explicit, semantic relations (e.g. stimulates, causes) with statistically predicted, untyped associations between genes and diseases. Currently, the semantic relations are retrieved from the Semantic Medline Database (SemMedDB) [2] , a collection of more than 70 million relations mined from PubMed abstracts using the Figure 2 . Concept search. Users initiate a session with a text-based search and then select a specific, unique concept to start relation exploration. Here the user has searched for 'Smith' and is about to select Smith-Lemli-Opitz Syndrome.
Figure 3. Explicit relations table view.
Here, the 'explicit relations' tab is selected, displaying 219 relations containing Smith-Lemli-Opitz Syndrome as either the subject or or the object. The table may be filtered based on the appearance of specified strings ("filter by text") or based on the semantic types of the entities in the table (drop down "Type Filter"). The evidence column displays the number of PubMed references supporting the predicted relationship. Clicking on the number of references brings up the 'Citation Evidence' view displaying the sentences where the relations were found as well as links to the underlying abstract.
SemRep natural language processing system [3, 4] . The predicted gene-disease associations are incorporated from the "Implicitome", a resource computed from PubMed abstracts using 'concept profile' technology [5] .
The knowledge in the system is centered on the relationships between uniquely defined concepts, which may either be biomedical concepts from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [6] or genes cataloged within Entrez Gene [7] . The user interacts with the application by searching through this concept space, identifying relations of interest, browsing supporting PubMed references, and iteratively constructing a dynamic network diagram depicting the selected relationships ( Figure 1 ). Below we consider each feature in turn, providing an example of using Knowledge.Bio to identify a new potential gene disease relationship and unearth a hypothetical explanation for the association.
II. USING KNOWLEDGE.BIO Knowledge.Bio is a "one-stop-shop", a single page application allowing the user to explore biomedical knowledge.
Starting a search. Users initiate exploration by typinginto the search box located to the right hand side of the site logo -some text string expected to match, at least partially, the name of a disease, gene or drug of interest to them. Pressing "Enter" or clicking "Go" results in a popup window highlighting concepts with names matching the search string. Searching for 'smith' identifies 29 concepts such as SmithLemli-Opitz Syndrome that appear in explicit relations ( Figure  2 ).
Selecting one of the enumerated concepts results in retrieval of associated conceptual relationships into tabbed tables on the left hand side of the application: the "Explicit" table presenting relationships retrieved from SemMedDB ( Figure 3 ) and the "Implicit" data table, presenting Implicitome-indexed relationships (Figure 4 ). When a concept is first selected, a graphical node tagged with the chosen concept name is rendered in the concept map view to the right hand side of the screen.
Navigating relation tables.
Once a seed concept is selected, the user may continue to iteratively explore the evidence associated with each displayed conceptual relationship. For explicit data relationships, clicking on the "Evidence" button for each row results in the display of matching sentences from PubMed articles in the "Citation Evidence" data table at the lower left hand corner of the screen ( Figure 3 ). Clicking on such citation sentences also displays the associated PubMed abstract. For implicit relationships, clicking on the score field of the relationship displays a "CoOccurrence" list of so-called "B" associated concepts which contribute transitively to the given implicit relationship between the seed "A" concept and matching "C" implicit concept (following Swanson's ABC model [8] as implemented by the Implicitome [5] ). In addition, users may click concept links displayed in each of these data tables to bring up a popup window presenting the definition and associated meta-data for the concept. Definitions are drawn either from the UMLS or, in the case of genes, from the mygene.info Web service [9] . The popup window also displays buttons which give the user the option of navigating to that concept's other relationship data, or to add the concept node and the associated relationship (as an edge) to the user's concept map. Conceptual relationships may also be added to the concept map by dragging the given row on the left hand data table, over to the right hand concept map graphical view.
Building concept maps.
As the user navigates the relations provided in the table views, they can manually construct a graphical map of the relations that they deem relevant and trustworthy based on inspection of the provided evidence. This interactive map, rendered in the right hand panel of the interface, provides a way to both visualize and store the network of knowledge identified in their browsing session ( Figure 5 ). Concept labelled graph nodes are color coded by primary concept category: red for disease concepts, blue for gene concepts, green for pharmaceutical concepts including protein products, cyan for pathway concepts, and gray for other concept types such as cell components. Clicking on nodes or edges of the concept map bring up popup windows with node/edge navigation and deletion options. Importantly, the user can reveal the evidence underlying a relation in the citation view by clicking on the relation edges in the map. As the relations provided by the application are the result of imperfect text-mining, review of the textual evidence underlying each is crucial. For example, some may disagree with the relation in Figure 3 indicating 'Anesthetics treat Smith-Lemli-Opitz Syndrome' and thus can choose to remove it from their personal maps. In addition, option widgets located above the concept map view give the user control over "manual" versus various auto-layout map renderings provided by cytoscape.js [10] , as well as a "dark versus light" background coloring switch.
Archiving and sharing concept maps. The current release of Knowledge.Bio provides buttons to trigger saving and reloading of user-constructed concept maps onto the user's local computer, stored in a Knowledge.Bio-specific formatted text file. The text file contains tab delimited representations of each relation in the map followed by a JSON object that stores the layout. A collection of sample Knowledge.Bio maps that can be loaded into the application can be found at https://figshare.com/articles/Demonstration_knowledge_bio_gr aphs/3394114 . Figure 5 encapsulates one example discovery process that could lead to a testable hypothesis (also described in [5] ). Beginning with a search for Smith-Lemli-Opitz Syndrome, the user first selects the implicit relations tab and identifies CYP2R1 as potentially relevant gene ( Figure 5A ). Next, the user identifies DHCR7 as a known causative gene based on multiple explicit statements in the literature ( Figure 5B ). Finally, the user identifies explicit statements indicating that both DHCR7 and CYP2R1 affect Vitamin D metabolism ( Figure 5C,D) , suggesting this as a potentially common mechanism linking CYP2R1 to SmithLemli-Opitz Syndrome.
Generating a hypothesis. The map displayed in

III. DISCUSSION
Since Swanson's introduction of the paradigm of 'literature based discovery' (LBD) [8] , a variety of LBD tools have been introduced. Many of the these are reviewed in [11, 12] though most of the approaches mentioned are either not represented in user friendly applications or are no longer publicly available. A few examples of tools that are online at the time of this writing include Semantic MEDLINE [13] , EpiphaNet [14] , and Arrowsmith [15] . Semantic MEDLINE and EpiphaNet both expose semantic relationship data from SemmedDB, rendering graphical networks in response to user queries. EpiphaNet extends the relations in Semantic MEDLINE with relation rankings and predicted associations based on distributional semantics, a methodology that, as in the Implicitome, quantifies the likelihood that two concepts are related based on the similarity of their vectors of co-occurring concepts. EpiphaNet's current online form (http://epiphanet.uth.tmc.edu), varies from that described in the original manuscript in that focuses exclusively on identifying links between drugs and side effects whereas Knowledge.Bio and Semantic MEDLINE span interconnections between more than 50 different semantic types. Semantic MEDLINE focuses on establishing a process through which the user can rapidly iterate with the interface as they explore the new relationships that it brings to their attention -a process that they refer to as "cooperative reciprocity". Arrowsmith lacks a network-based visualization, it focuses only on identifying the most relevant intervening 'B' terms linking two input "A" and "C" terms. Knowledge.Bio is similar in process to Semantic MEDLINE in that it relies on the user to assess the relevancy of the SemRep-mined relations it exposes to them. Key differences are: (1) Knowledge.Bio integrates the implicit gene-disease relations calculated by the Implicitome, (2) the Knowledge.Bio graph is entirely user-created and can be saved and shared where the Semantic MEDLINE graph is an automatically generated view, (3) Semantic MEDLINE requires a UMLS account while no login is needed for Knowledge.Bio, (4) Semantic MEDLINE sessions are oriented around free-text searches into PubMed with semantic predictions drawn from the corresponding abstracts while Knowledge.Bio search is oriented around individual unique concepts.
In future versions of Knowledge.Bio, we hope to build on some of the algorithmic advances of EpiphaNet and related work to provide the user with optional enhanced guidance in their explorations. In particular, we hope to extend the current single-concept search with smart pathfinding options to support "closed discovery" (e.g. given A and D, identify meaningful A->B...C->D paths that relate them.
Apart from these pathfinding services, the application will be extended to incorporate additional 3rd-party data sources such as Gene Ontology annotations that will substantially extend the interconnectedness of its underlying knowledge graph. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the new version will provide facilities for storing, sharing, discussing and online archiving of user-contributed and user-verified conceptual relationships. These social, collaborative features are intended to stimulate the evolution of the Knowledge.Bio knowledge base both at the level of individual research projects and at the more global level, weeding out incorrect or uninteresting assertions and expanding the system based on the user community's collective knowledge.
IV. CONCLUSION
Knowledge.Bio provides a novel Web interface for user discovery and interpretation of research literature, indexed in personal concept maps. The application is responsive, stable, requires no authentication, and provides empowers its users with otherwise hard-to-access text-mined information in a simple, user-friendly manner. Further, the application is completely open source and could easily be extended or adapted by motivated developers.
Implementation. Knowledge.Bio is available online at the web site http://knowledge.bio, with open source code available at http://bitbucket.org/sulab/kb1. It consists of a Python Django web application framework enhanced with custom JavaScript code leveraging various general purpose web client libraries, in particular, Jade templates (http://jade-lang.com/), Bootstrap.js (http://getbootstrap.com) and, DataTable.js (http://www.datatables.net). The right hand side concept map graph view is rendered using cytoscape.js (Franz et al. 2016) . The back end is a MySQL database schema derived from published SemmedDB, UMLS and Implicitome data models.
